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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jorge Luis Tovar Díaz has contributed to the dictionary with 7885 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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heladero
Ice cream maker (and ice cream maker).   A person who makes or sells ice cream or owns an ice cream parlor. 

helioterapia
Heliotherapy: f. healing method that is exposed to the action of the Sun's rays throughout the body of the sick or part of
it.

heliotropismo
Communality: m.   ( Biol.  ) That they have some animal and vegetable organisms or part thereof, which is oriented
towards the light or property in contrast to it, which is called heliotropism, positive and negative, respectively.

helipuerto
A heliport is a small airport with two or more runways arranged solely and exclusively for helicopter landing. 

helvético
Swiss, ca: adj. 1 - Natural of Helvetia, Switzerland today.  2. belonging to this country in Europe.

hematidrosis
Hematidrosis, also called hemohidrosis ( sweating blood ) is an extremely rare disease. He has been described in
various ways and is often linked to religious beliefs. It is a physiological response to a situation of maximum stress.
Described only in people who knew with certainty that they were going to die soon as a painful, condemned to death or
in war situations. It is believed that Jesús of Nazareth presented this condition prior to his arrest and crucifixion, as it is
written in the Gospel of Luke, (Luke 22:44 ).

hemato-oncología
Haemato-Oncology is the part of medicine that is responsible for the study and treatment of benign and malignant
diseases of the blood; These last include some: acute and chronic leukemias, Hodgkin lymphoma and multiple
myeloma.

hematóloga
A hematologist is a woman who specializes in hematology.

hembra dominante
In nature, the dominant female is the female animal which a herd is respected and obeyed by the rest of the females,
and even by the males, with the exception of the dominant male.

hembrota
A hembrota is a shapely woman; a mujerota.

hemofobia
Hemofobia: f. fear or phobia to blood. Synonyms: Blood-phobia, Hemafobia.



hemoneumotórax
In medicine, called hemopneumothorax to the presence of air and blood in the pleural space and the thoracic cavity in
general, product of a trauma or injury.

henegas
henegas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Venegas" being its meaning:<br>Venegas: Last name of South
American origin, derived from the surname: Vanegas.

heparina sódica
Water soluble white powder used in intravenous injections to prevent the formation of thrombi in the blood, and,
therefore, as a therapeutic means in thrombosis and embolism.

hepatitis
Hepatitis: f. inflammation of the liver. It is an inflammatory condition of the liver. Its cause is usually infectious ( viral,
bacterial, etc.  ).

hepatólogo
A hepatologist is a physician specializing in the diagnosis, treatment and prevention of various diseases that affect the
liver.

hera
Hera: Goddess of Greek mythology, the wife of Zeus. It was the Roman Juno.

herbal
1 - which is related to herbs and plants.  2. it is said the substance that it is made from herbs and plants.  Examples:
Lotion herbal, shampoo herbal, etc.

hermanazo
1. big brother, dear brother, good brother.  2. the expression " hermanazo " is also used to greet that friend that is
appreciated and we want to as a brother: "Are there, my hermanazo, how you going?  ".

herméticamente
Hermetic : ( adv .  ) In a hermetic way. 

hermosillo
1- José María Hermosillo, is a bullfighter of Mexican origin, specifically from the city of Aguascalientes in the State of
Aguascalientes.  He has performed at the Plaza Monumental in Aguascalientes, and at the Plaza de Toros de Las
Ventas, in Madrid, Spain.    2- Hermosillo, is the name of a city in Mexico, capital of the State of Sonora; It has a
population of approximately 830. 000 inhabitants . 

hermógenes
Hermogenes: Name own male that he is believed to be of Greek origin. Hermes could have derived from the male
name. Precisely, there is a meaning to Hermogenes: " One that has been bred by Hermes ".



hernia inguinal
Inguinal hernia: (Med.  ) Soft tumor produced by the exit of an organ out of the cavity containing it, that occurs through
the inguinal Canal, and, you can even down to the scrotum.

hernioplastia
Hernioplasty (feminine noun) .    Surgical procedure performed by a doctor-surgeon to correct a hernia; it can be an
umbilical hernia, or right or left inguinal hernia, direct or indirect. 

hernioplastía
Best, hernioplasty: surgical procedure performed by a surgeon to correct a hernia.

herodes antipas
Tetrarch of Galilee ( before C. 20  ) He joined with his sister-in-law Herodias, wife of Herodes Philippi, and at the behest
of the commanded decapitate San Juan Bautista.

herval
Herval: Municipality of Brazil in the State of Rio Grande do Sul. Its population estimated at present is 8150 inhabitants
approximately. ||  Herbal: 1 - which is related to herbs and plants. 2 substance made from herbs and plants: lotion
herbal.

hervir la sangre
When someone says that " her boiling blood " It means that you are mad, angry, furious.

hervir la sangre
When someone says that " her boiling blood " It means that you are mad, angry, furious.

hespérides
Hespérides: Characters from Greek mythology. Daughters of Atlas and Hesperis, their names were Egle, Aretusa and
Hesperia. They guarded the Golden Apples given to Hera by Gea.

hey you
It is a phrase that translated into the Spanish means: eh, you;   ( Hey, you )

hidalgas
Hidalgo means, noble, generous. Also applies to a person who belongs to the nobility or a distinguished class. In the
case of gentlewomen: f. Pl. generous, noble.

hidroavión
A seaplane is an aircraft equipped with one or more floats to tie, to settle in the water and take off this.

hidrocortisona
Hydrocortisone lotion is a topical medication used to treat a type of skin condition. 



hidrodinámica
Hydrodynamics: f. part of physics that studies the equilibrium and motion of fluids: thanks to the hydrodynamics can be
calculated if a dam will withstand the movement of the water during an earthquake.

hierático
Hieratic, ca: ( adj.  ) 1-relative to the pagan priests or sacred things. 2. relative to the hieroglyphs.

hierbabuena
The mint (or weed), is an aromatic plant, with small and rounded leaves, to which is attributed a number of healing
properties.

hierbazal
Grass : ( s .  M.  ) Land covered with green pastures.

hijito de papá
The child's father, or better, son of papi and mami is the child consented, pampered, which give it everyone, and when
they reach adulthood occurring pretensions of fine or refined.

hijo e puerca
This expression is used in the departments of Santander and Norte de Santander, in Colombia. It is usually used to refer
or go to someone who will scold or admonish, or as a sign of anger. For example: " Ole, hand, where is that child and
sow, which makes I'm calling it time and does not answer ".

hijo extramatrimonial
Son ( ) wedlock: 1 - son who was born in a home in which the man and woman not married. 2. son who is born product
of a slip of a man with a woman, being married and living with another. In the latter case, until some years ago in
Colombia it was called " 34 natural child; or " 34 recognized natural child; and thus appeared on the birth certificate.
Some lawsuits by mothers and family lawyers are managed to delete the word of such a licence " natural " or "
recognized natural " because it violated the fundamental right to equality of children born under this condition, since
when the child born within the marriage appeared as " 34 legitimate son; Now in such licences simply displays the word:
" son " of...

hijoputo
The word "hijoputo" is widely used in Spain, it is equivalent to hijueputo which is used in Colombia and other countries. 

hijuemadre
Hijuemadre , is short for "mother's son"; this expression, in turn, is sometimes used as an insult and sometimes to
express anger or surprise.  In Venezuela it equals "fuck e' mother".

hijuemíchica
Hijuemichica, hijuepuchica, hijuepucha, are words widely used in some departments such as Boyacá and
Cundinamarca Colombia. They can be used to remind the progenitor to someone, or to express surprise, amazement or
anger.

hijueputa



In colloquial language, "hijueputa" is short for "son of a bitch", the latter expression is in turn widely used as an insult. 
"Hijueputa", however, is a word sometimes used to denote anger, surprise, admiration, etc.  For example, when a
woman exclaims, Oh, little, that cockroach scared me!

hijueputica
It is the diminutive of hijueputa, sometimes used in the form of a chanza.

hijueputón
Hijueputon: Augmentative of son of a bitch.

hijuepúchica
Hijuepuchica: In some departments of the interior in Colombia used this word as a synonym for hijuepucha, which
means bitch, which in turn is the abbreviated form of son of a bitch. Other synonyms in the colloquial language:
hijuemichica, jueputa, juepucha.

hilaridad
Hilarity: f. Explosion of laughter.

hilo dental
In the colloquial language is given the name of "FLOSS" to the female inner garment known as the thong or Brazilian
thong.

himenectomía
The himenectomia is an outpatient surgical procedure that is done to a woman to separate or divide the hymen.

hiperactivo
Hyperactive: Is an adjective that applies especially to 40 child; or girl ) It is very restless, which develops an activity very
intense, higher than normal in other children of their age.

hiperahorro
Hiperahorro, is the name that has given in Colombia a chain store to the promotion in which customers get great
discounts. 

hipermegaplay
The hipermegaplays was a group crime that operated in some cities of Colombia, and that is devoted mainly to the theft
of vehicles of high range or luxurious. The name " hipermegaplay " It originated in the fact that the members of this band
were residing in high strata of society. This band was dismantled by the authorities and many of its members were
convicted.

hipermercados
Hypermarkets: ( Plural of hypermarket ) A hypermarket is a commercial establishment of large dimensions, which sells a
variety of products such as: food, drugstore and Perfumery, clothes, consumer goods, appliances, bakery items, etc.

hipertexto



Text query technique on a computer, which allows you to jump from one document to another.

hipnotizar
Hypnotize : ( v .  Tr.  ) 1- Provoke in a person or an animal a state of hypnosis.   2- Fascinate, amaze someone. 

hipodermis
Hypodermis: f. (Anat.  )  Subcutaneous tissue.

hippy
Hippy : ( English word) .   A person who was part of the current that from the sixties reacted against the values of
society.

hispanorromano
Hispanorromano, na: ( adj.  ) Concerning the inhabitants of Spain during the Roman domination.

historia sagrada
Referred to as history sacred to the set of historical narratives contained in the Bible.

historia universal
Universal History, also known as human history, is the set of facts and processes that have developed around the
human being, from its appearance to the present day. 

historietista
Person who creates and draws comics. 

hit parade
English expression which in Spanish translates: list of successes. It is a classification which includes, by order of
popularity and sale, the songs of greater success of the moment. That's why both the Chilean T.V. and radio station
Radio Olympic am from Barranquilla ( Colombia ) at the time, took that name for its programs, which were the favorite
songs of the week.

hit parade
Hit Parade: ( 41 English expression; 1 it was a Chilean television program, broadcast by Channel 9 between 1967 and
1970. The most popular songs of the time were presented in this programme. 2. music program presented by the
legendary 40 Olympic Radio station;A.M.  ) in Barranquilla, Colombia. It is this programme presented fifteen chosen
week and popular songs.

híjole
Wow: Expression used in Mexico, that denotes anger, admiration or surprise. In Colombia it is equivalent to wow!

hojo
Hojo: (Hist.  ) Dynasty of princes shoguns, who ruled in the Japan in the 12th - 15th.



hollar
Hollar: vb. Make someone feel ashamed: "The cries of Captain agreat to the soldier who made a serious mistake during
training ".  Synonyms: humiliate, fold, press.

holocristalino
Holocristalino, na: (Geol.  ). Applied to the eruptive rocks consisting exclusively of crystalline elements such as granite.

hombre a hombre
In football, the mark " male to male " is a tactical system in which each of the defenders of a team has the Mission of
exercising a mark " suffocating " on each of the attackers of the opposing team thus neutralize its offensive action to
avert the danger of receiving goals.

hombre de barra
Man rod in English " 34 barman. A bartender is the person who attends to customers in a bar, brewery, watertight, bar
Tavern, liquor store, etc.

hombre de bien
A man is a man of good reputation, making good and not evil. In short, is a good man.

hombre fuerte
A " 34 strong man; one who has certain economic and political power is what influence does so directly or indirectly in all
the decisions that are taken in an organization, a company or a country.

hombre fuerte
Manuel Antonio Noriega Moreno, better known as the strongman of Panama, was a Panamanian military, former
Commander of the armed force of that Central American country; He was arrested in Panama City by the F.B.I. and the
army of the United States of America and led to the latter country on suspicion of having links with groups on the fringes
of the law.

hombre gol
In football, the goal man is striker, player that is always attentive in the area, ready to capitalise on any offensive action
and the goal.  "Gol man" can be a forward or a flywheel offensive and as main features should be a good punch with
one or both legs, should be good head, gambeteador and skillful.

hombre orquesta
Definition of man Orchestra: 1 - man who carries several instruments subject to different part of your body and plays
them all at the same time. 2. man that carries out various activities, and performs two or more of them at the same time.

hombre rana
A man who is equipped with a suit of rubber, goggles, fins and oxygen cylinders, to plunge into the water and perform
various activities under this.

hombre solo
Is known as a single man with a tool similar to a clip, but larger than this, and is used by electricians, plumbers, etc.



hombrecillo
Little man: Small man. Man of stature. Dwarf. Synonym: little man.

hombrecito
In the colloquial language, a little man is a child.

hombrecito
Man of small stature.

hombrecitos verdes
According to some sci-fi movies, aliens that inhabit the planet Mars are men of very short stature, whose skin is green.
In other words, according to these works, the inhabitants of Mars would be about little green men.

hombres g
Hombres G is the name of a Spanish musical group that played mainly rock, pop and hard rock.

hombres gol
In football, the goal men are the scorers, who are mainly the strikers and sometimes the offensive midfielders. 
Previously, when teams lined up three strikers, these were the goal men, and they had the characteristic of being fast,
skilled and gamblers. 

hombria de bien
good manhood is incorrectly written and should be written as "Manhood" being its meaning:<br>Manhood: f. set of
qualities and positive attitudes that are considered typical of a man.

home sweet home
English expression which in Spanish translates: home sweet home.

homo sapiens
Homo Sapiens: 1-<Homo > of man, and < sapiens > Sage, is a Latin expression meaning man with intelligence. Name
given by Linnaeus to the human species. 2 species of primate from the family of hominids.

homofoba
Best, homophobic or homophobic: to feel animosity, repudiation or discrimination towards homosexual men and women.

homofóbico
Homophobic, ca: adj. person who feels hostility and condemnation towards homosexual men and women. Synonym:
homophobic.

homófobo
Homophobic, ba: says the person who feels hostility and condemnation towards homosexual men and women. 
Synonym: homophobic.



homómero
Homomero, ra: (Zool.  )  It said are insects that have equal number of artejos on the tarsi of all legs.

honomastico
honomastico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "birthday" being its meaning:<br>Birthday: m.  1 day in
which a person holds his Holy: "As Carmen is called, neighbouring celebrates his birthday on July 16 34.   2 day in
which a person celebrates his birthday.

hooligan
Hooligan: (English word ) Fan of English soccer, aggressive, and violent behavior that generally incurred in riots and
acts of vandalism.

hora cero
The "zero hour" is an indicator that marks the exact moment when something begins.

hora pico
Referred to as peak to that period of time in which there is a high influx of people and vehicles in a specific area of a city,
as for example in the commercial area or central area.

hormigueros
Anthills : 1- Name of a small town in Puerto Rico, which has a population of approximately 1400 inhabitants.   2- Name
of a neighborhood located in this small town. 

hornear
Bake.     ( v .   Tr.  ) Put in the oven a food so that with the action of the heat it is cooked. 

horometría
Horology: ( s.  (f).   )  Art of measuring time.

hortelano
Gardener: ( na ) adj.  1. belonging to the orchard. 2 - that by nursing care and cultivates a vegetable garden.

horus
Horus: m.   ( MIT.  )  Egyptian deity, son of Isis and Osiris; It was the personification of the Sun, and presented it with a
Falcon head.

hostia
Host (female suntative ) Round and thin leaf of azimo bread offered in sacrifice at Mass.

hot dog
1.-Hot Dog: m.   (English word ). Word in Spanish means hot dog and that designates a sausage served in a bread soft,
elongated and that is seasoned with mustard, mayonnaise and ketchup: "My mom prepared hot dogs to give them in the
feast of my brother ".



hot pant
Hot pant: English expression which in Spanish translates: hot panties.

hoy por hoy
Today, today, today.

hoyar
Remains: v. a. make pits in the Earth some animals to be used as a den. 2 Remove the pig snout with land. Synonym:
rooting.

hoyo negro
A black hole, also called black hole is a celestial body of large size, possessing a gravitational force so great that not
even light can escape from it.

hoyuelo
Dimple: sust. men's.Cavity formed in the Earth. Synonyms: pit, pit, hole.

huasteco
Huasteco and huasteca: ( adj.  ) A person who belongs to an indigenous community inhabiting the Mexican States of
Veracruz and San Luis Potosí.

huave
Huave : ( adj .  ) 1- Relative to what is of an indigenous people living in Oaxaca, Mexico.  ( s . m .  ) Language spoken by
such indigenous people.

huecograbado
Intaglio printing: (m.  ) 1 - procedure for fotagrabados that can pull in rotating machines.   2. picture obtained by this
procedure.

huele huele
In the colloquial language, the smell smells is the fragrance of a perfume or Cologne.

huelveño
Huelveno, na: inhabitants of people born in the city of Huelva in Spain.

huequito
Huequito: Diminutive of recess.

huerta
Orchard.    ( feminine noun )    Land of short extension destined to the cultivation of vegetables, legumes and fruit trees. 

hueva
ROE: f. in Colombia is used as a synonym for testicle.



hueva
ROE: ( f.  ) Compact mass that form certain fish eggs. For example, the caviar is ROE of a fish called sturgeon.

huevazo
In the colloquial language, a " huevazo " It is a hard thing to do, something that presents obstacles, setbacks,
inconvenience, etc.

huevazo
In the colloquial language a " huevazo " It is a hard thing to do, something that presents obstacles, setbacks,
inconvenience, etc.

huevera
Egg Cup: ( feminine noun ) Membranous duct that have birds from the ovary until about the year, and in which the egg
and the egg shell is formed.

huevera
Egg: As adjective applies to the woman who sells eggs.

huevera
An egg Cup is a container where they lay eggs to preserve them or transport them.

huevería
Huevería: ( s.f.  ) Local or shop where they sell eggs.

huevito
Egg: Egg diminutive.

huevito
In the colloquial language, is told little egg to the penis of the little baby.

huevoduro
Huevoduro: Character of the comic book known as Condorito. Huevoduro was a friend of Condorito, white skin and oval
and shaved head, like an egg, by this last detail was known by that name. Huevoduro used to accompany Condorito in
their adventures, especially when they wanted to harass or intimidate to Pepe Cortisona, who was the rival of condorito.

huevonada
Huevonada: f. anything. Refers to something without importance, something that doesn't make sense or grace:
"Eduardo speaks crap ".

huevos al gusto
Eggs: are eggs boiled, fried or pan, with a little salt, or salt to taste of who ordered them.

huevos pericos



Eggs pericos, also known as perico, parakeet eggs eggs, scrambled eggs, scrambled eggs or scrambled eggs, is a food
that is prepared with eggs, onion and tomato, which is usually served at breakfast. Preparation chop the onion and
tomato, it is to Sauté this mixture in oil, adding salt, the addition of eggs and are stirred to taste.

huevos revueltos
Scrambled eggs, also known as " eggs in perico " or " parakeet eggs " is a type of food that is prepared with eggs, onion
and tomato, usually served for breakfast. For its preparation chop the onion and tomato, it is to Sauté this mixture in oil,
added the eggs and stir to taste.

huevón
Dude: Augmentative of egg.

huidizo
Elusive and fleeting: ( adjs.  ) Concerning the person who tends to escape. Synonyms: sneaky, scary.

hula hula
Hula hula is a game that consists of spinning a plastic ring around the waist, legs or an arm.

hum
Hum is a surname of Arabic origin. 

humanización
Humanization.    ( feminine noun )    Action and effect of humanizing . 

humanoide
Humanoid: m. extraterrestrial human aspect.

hurgar
Dig: vb. Remove saved things seeking to find something: A Sonia loves to dig the drawers of her grandmother, because
it finds in them many fascinating objects. Synonyms: fisgar, rubberneck, browse.  2 Stir in a hollow or cavity: Eduardo
delves the nose with your finger and his mother always tells him that it is better to use a handkerchief.

i m en medicina
In medicine, I.M. stands for intramuscular. Example: intramuscular injection.

iba
"IBA" is the name of a song performed by Alejandro Sanz. 

iba armado hasta los dientes
It is a colloquial expression. To say that the person who becomes reference moved heavily armed: "Bandits chasing the
Stagecoach were armed to the teeth ".

ibaguereño



Ibaguereño (and Ibaguereña).     Person born in the city of Ibagué, in the department of Tolima in Colombia. 

ibargüen
Ibargüen is a surname of Spanish origin. 

ice beer
It is a phrase which in Spanish translates: fresh beer.

icel de mercia
ICEL was one of the first Kings of Mercia, one of the six regions or kingdoms of the Anglo-Saxon Eparchy, in what is
now England, in the central region.

icopor
The styrofoam, also known as styrofoam, styrofoam and styrophoam is a type material plastic that absorbs impacts,
resists moisture and does not undergo any process of decomposition.

icotea
The icotea, also known on the Colombian coast as galapago, is a freshwater animal similar to a turtle but smaller than
this one.  Of very desired meat, this reptile abounds in the departments of Bolívar, Sucre and Córdoba in Colombia.  It is
characterized by being an aggressive animal that has sharp teeth with which it could cut a finger to a person. 

idealista
1- That it tends to represent things in an ideal way.    2. That he professes the doctrine of idealism. 

idelfonso
Idelfonso is a masculine given name of Spanish origin; its origin may be in the masculine given name of Spanish origin
Alfonso. 

identificador facial
The facial identifier, also called facial recognition is a technology that is able to identify a person by an image or video of
their face. 

identificador facial
The facial identifier, also called facial recognition is a technology that is able to identify a person by an image or video of
their face. 

identificatorio
Identifier, which identifies . 

idiotizar
Become idiot, dumb down. 

idioto



Idioto, is an adjective used mainly by gomelos to refer to an idiot, when he is a male person. 

ido
Gone: Distracted, who does not pay attention to what is happening around him. 

idomeneo
Idomeneo: Legendary King of Crete, son of Deucalion and grandson of Minos, who stood out on the site of Troy. Back in
the middle of a storm, made the vow of sacrificing to Poseidon the first person who found arriving in Crete; the victim
turned out to be his own son. Later, founded in Italy, the city of Salerno.

igualito
Egalitarian, diminutive of equal. 

il divo
IL DIVO is a musical group founded in England in 2013.  This group has four leading voices and in their performances
mixly lyrical music with pop.  In the song "Héroe", in Spanish, of the group Il Divo we find the following grammatical error
: " .  .  . on every page love makes us a fighter.  .  . "

illapel
illapel is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Ayapel" being its meaning:<br>Ayapel: Municipality of Colombia in
the Department of Cordoba, located at the eastern end of this Department, bathed by the waters of the river San Jorge.
It is on the border with the municipalities of San Marcos, San Benito de Abad and Majagual, Sucre. Main economic
activities: livestock and agriculture ( rice, cassava, banana, Yam, beans, cocoa, sweet potato, Sesame, pumpkin, etc.  )

ilustres
Illustrious, singular, illustrious: adj. Applies to the person who is famous or known for the importance of their actions:
"The illustrious founder of our school master is a man admired by all ".

imagenología
In medicine, it is known with the name of imaging to the set of techniques and procedures allowing to obtain images of
the human body for clinical, therapeutic or scientific purposes.  These techniques and procedures include ultrasound,
magnetic resonance imaging, x-ray, computed tomography, etc.

imediato
It is written, immediate, and the definition is: 1 referred to the near time: "The effect of the medication was immediate,
the sick healed very fast ".  2. Applies to what is next to nothing, adjacent in space: "Here do not live Eduardo, he is my
neighbor and live in immediate door. 3 ( )  At the same time, already: "Students responded immediately to the teacher's
question because everyone had studied ".

imitadora
A mimic is a woman who mimics.

immune system
Immune system: English expression which in Spanish translates: immune system.



imperdible
1- Not to be missed.   2- That you can not miss. 

impío, inconverso, mundano
Ungodly, unsaved and worldly are three adjectives that appear embodied in some biblical passages and that are widely
used by evangelical Christians in a somewhat derogatory way to refer to those people who have not "converted to the
Lord", according to them, and who therefore, "walk in the world", enjoying pleasures and frivolities of social life. 

implantología
Implantology is the branch of dentistry that is responsible for the diagnosis and implementation of treatment aimed at the
replenishment or replacement of missing teeth, by placing of implants.

implantólogo
An implantologist is a dentist specializing in oral implantology.

importantísimo
Very important, it is the superlative of important.  

impresionismo
Mainly pictorial, artistic movement emerged in France in the last third of the 19th century, which tends not to reproduce
reality, but to subtly reflect the impression that she leaves in the soul of the author

impulsada
It is incorrectly written and it should be written as "driving" being its meaning:<br>One driving, also called developer and
merchandiser, is a vendor that promotes and demonstrates the features and benefits of a product in a point of sale (
superstore, supermarket, warehouse, etc.  ) in order to influence the purchase of this product.

impulsadora
An impulsadora is a vendor that promotes and demonstrates the advantages of a product at a point of sale ( superstore,
supermarket, warehouse, etc.  ) in order to influence the purchase of this product.

impulsadora de chance
An impulsadora of chance is a woman who is dedicated to the sale of chance. The chance is a game similar to Lottery
gambling public.

impulsadora de chance
An impulsadora of chance is a woman who is dedicated to the sale of chance. The chance is a public random lottery-like
game.

imputada
In criminal law in Colombia, an accused woman is a woman who has been charged with a crime. 

imputado
Imputed, da: person who is undergoing a criminal trial for having committed one or more crimes. Synonyms: Indicted,



indicted, accused, home, processed, reo.

imputar un delito
Be attributed to a person of committing a crime: "Juanchito stole a car, and you have used a gun, they charged the
crime of aggravated theft ".

in fraganti
In flagrante delicto: ( Latin expression ) At the same time that it is committing a crime, a lack or a reprehensible action.

in sha` llah
In sha '' lláh: Arabic expression which in Spanish translates: If God wants.

in-vitro
Better, in vitro, is a Latin phrase which means: inside the glass.

inadvertido
Unnoticed (da), refers to what happens or is not taken into account or noticed. 

inasistencia alimentaria
In Colombia, in Law, specifically in Criminal Law, food non-attendance is a crime incurred by a person; consists of the
failure without just cause to provide food to those persons who by law have this right, especially minor children. 

incel
Incel, is an abbreviation of the English expression "involuntary celibate" (celibate involuntary) which is a group of men
with misogynistic tendencies, which blame women for their misfortunes.  They are men in general little attractions that
hate women because they deny them their right to sexual gratification, according to them.

inconmutable
Parole: ( adj.   ) That it can not be switched or changed.

inconstitucionalidad
The unconstitutionality is the lack of compliance with the Constitution.

inconverso
Unsaved and unsaved: ( adjs.  ) A person who does not believe in the contents of a particular religion. This term is very
used by Evangelical Christians with some semantic load pejorative to refer to people who do not belong to this religious
sect.

incuestionablemente
Unquestionably: ( Advisor.  )  Clearly, without a doubt, that does not support discussion.

incursionar sinónimo
Enter: ( vb.  ) Get one or more to a place and enter violently in it. Synonym: break.



incuvar
incuvar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "incubate." being its meaning:<br>Give the body heat, hatch bird
eggs, posing on them even when the chicks are born. Synonym: hatch.

indebido
Undue (and undue).    1- Relative to what should not be done.    2- Unlawful, unjust. 

indeclinable
Indeclinable: (adj.  ) 1 - which necessarily done or complied with.   2 - which may not decline or refuse.

indeformable
Indeformable.     ( adj .  ) Referring to what maintains its form, that is, which cannot be deformed. 

indemnis
Indemnis: Voice Latin which means undamaged and whose definition is: without injury, without damage. Synonyms:
uninjured, unharmed and healthy.

independentistas
The freedom fighters are people who promote or seek independence from something or someone.

indescriptible
Indescribable.      ( adj .  )  .     That it cannot be described, that it cannot be explained. 

indianapolis
Indianapolis is the name of a city in the U.S.A., which is the capital of the State of Indiana. Population: 900,000
inhabitants approximately.

indignados
The indignant are groups of people who have emerged, mainly in Colombia, and that join to protest against abuses of a
public or private entity, or to reject a Government initiative which is is unpopular.

indio comido
The saying or proverb "eaten Indian, Indian gone" applies to the guest to eat, that once completed your meal leaves
hurriedly.   Colombia also uses another popular saying: "Nicholas, you ate already going".

indirecta
A hint, in the colloquial language known as " puya " It is an expression that is used to give to understand one thing, but
without saying it directly, clear or precise.

indumil
In Colombia, INDUMIL is short for Industria Militar, which is the entity in charge of importing, manufacturing and
marketing weapons and ammunition. 



inefable
Ineffable: adj. 1 - applies to what cannot be expressed with words: inexpressible joy. 2. is it said that cannot be
explained with words for being extraordinary and grandiose or be very subtle or diffuse.

inem
INEM: ) ( National Institute of secondary education In Colombia, is a public institution of secondary education, which
corresponds to secondary education, also called high school.

inembargabilidad
In law, in particular in civil law, the imprescriptible is the quality of assets and bank accounts that creditors may not
garnish their debtors. For example, the dwellings of social interest and which are family assets are imprescriptible.

inerto
inert is incorrectly written, and should be written as "inert" being its meaning:<br>Inert: ( adj.  ) That there is no life.

inerto
inert is incorrectly written, and should be written as "inert" being its meaning:<br>Inert: ( adj.  ) It is so quiet that it does
not appear to have life; Lich.

inervación
Innervation: f. distribution of nerve branches in a part, organ or region.

inexplicable
Inexplicable.     ( adj .  ) Which cannot be explained. 

inés de poitiers
Empress of Germany ( m. in 1077 ) Married to Emperor Enrique II, and ruled as regent for her son Henry IV ( widowed,
1056-1062 ).

infaltable
Unmissable : ( adj .  )  .    It is said of that person or that thing that cannot be missed. 

infección necrótica
It is an infection that causes the death of the cells of a tissue, an organ or part of it. Usually it is caused by interruption of
blood supply to the tissues. Synonym: gangrene.

informática
Computer science: f. Union of the terms information and automatic ( 41 automatic information;.  Science that studies the
automatic treatment of information through computers. The computer can store lots of information in a very small space
and also enables the sending and receiving of information very quickly. Computing is also the discipline that studies and
research techniques and technological devices digital.

infraganti
Act or red-handed: ( loc. LAT.  )  An expression that applies to the fact of surprising someone at the very moment in



which commits an offence or is missing.

infrarrojo
Infrared (and infrared).   Radiation from the light spectrum that has a longer wavelength and extends from the end of the
visible red to lower frequencies.  It is characterized by its calorific but not luminous effects. 

ingles a español write
English to Spanish write it is incorrectly written and should be written as "translated from English to Spanish "" write
""being its meaning:<br>Write: English word which in Spanish translates: write.

inglés de muelle
Colloquially, the English " 34 spring; also called English port, is the English spoken on the docks and in the ports.  The
name originated because foreigners arriving at international ports, believe, and rightly so, that the language spoken in
these places is English, so try to learn it on the run and in a short time, and logically will not be an English fluent and
correct...

inglés urumitero
According to the vallenato singer Silvestre Dangond, urumitero English is the English spoken by a person born in
Urumita ( Guajira ) in Colombia. Obviously, this is an occurrence of the singer in the song " La Gringa " that he interprets
along with the accordionist Juan De La Espriella.

inmamable
Inmamable: ( adj.  )  Is applied to that person, situation or thing that is so fastidious, unbearable or desperate that not is
can withstand or endure.

inmediatamente
Immediately: Advisor. Then, from immediate, right now.

inmediatez
Immediacy: ( f.  ) Quality immediately.

inmovible
non removable it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "immovable" being its meaning:<br>Immutable: That
cannot move or be changed position or place.

inmunodeprimido
In medicine, an immunocompromised patient is one whose immune system has no ability to fight infections and
diseases.

inmutarse
Unfazed: (v.  pron.  ) Feel someone suddenly surprised or impressed by something.

innegable
That it cannot be denied, that it cannot be doubted. 



innenarrable
1.-innenarrable is incorrectly written and should be written as " unspeakable " being its meaning: < /br Inenarrable; 62:
adj. 1 - it is said that may not tell or explain with words. 2 - that cannot be described.

innorar
innorar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ignore" as its meaning:<br>Not knowing a thing, to have absolute
ignorance about it.

inocentada
An innocent is a joke that makes someone the day of the Holy Innocents.

inocentadas
The " 34 pranks; they are the jokes that make people the day of the Holy Innocents.

inocente mariposa
In Colombia's Caribbean Coast, the term "innocent butterfly" is used to tell a person that he has just fallen victim to an
innocence.  An innocence is a joke made to someone on the day of the Innocent Saints, which corresponds to the 28th
of December. 

inodoro e incoloro
Odorless and colorless: has no smell or color: water clean and pure is odourless and colourless.

inseminación artificial conyugal
In an assisted reproduction procedure, when sperm are the spouse or permanent companion, is called scientifically
insemination Artificial conjugal ( I.BC  )

inseminación artificial conyugal
In an assisted reproduction procedure, when sperm are the spouse or permanent companion, is called scientifically
Congugal 40 Artificial insemination; I.BC  )

insentivar
insentivar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "encouraging" being its meaning:<br>Motivate, encourage,
reward.

insinuante
That insinuates , that implies something indicating slightly , 

insinuarse
Insinuating itself: ( v.pr.  ) Show one person toward another, a subtle or indirect, the desire to engage in an amorous or
sexual relationship.

institucionalizar
Turn something into an institutional or confer on it as an institution.



instrucciones
Instructions: 1 set of orders or guidelines which the Manager gives to his subordinates. 2. In Informatics, data inserted in
a structured or specific sequence processor interprets and executes.

instrumentación
Instrumentation ( f .  ) Action and effect of instrumenting . 

instrumentalización
Instrumentalization : ( f .  ) Action and effect of instrumentalizing . 

insulinodependiente
An insulin-dependent patient is one who needs to be treated with insulin to keep glucose levels in the body under
control. 

insumos
Inputs are goods or raw materials used in the production of other goods. For example: for the manufacture of a bed,
tables, screws, glue and varnish are the inputs needed.

insustituible
That it cannot be substituted. 

intempestivamente
Suddenly: ( Advisor.  ) 1 – that is done or happens suddenly and untimely. 2 - it is done or happens out of time.

intencionalmente
Intentionally, deliberately, with all intent of the case, by the way.

intensivista
Intensivista : Physician specialized in intensive medical care .

intentona
Attempt: ( f.  ) Intent or purpose to achieve something very difficult, which finally is not.

interclubes
The interclub tournament was a football tournament in which teams from several countries participated. 

interestatal
Interstate ( adj .  ) 1- Which is related to two or more states.   2- In the United States of America, an interstate highway is
one that interconnects two or more states. 

intergaláctico
Intergalactic or intergalactic: zone or region of space between galaxies.



interjecciones que se usan como salutación
Are interjections used as greeting: Hello, what was there?, what more?, what?, do you have?, what?, how you going?,
how you been gone?, tell me!, what accounts?

internacional
1- Belonging or relating to two or more nations.    2- Athlete who has participated in competitions in which several
countries participate.    3- Athlete who has participated in competitions that have been held in countries other than his
country of origin.    4- Journalist, commentator or narrator who has covered sports competitions in several countries. 

internacionalista
1- Person who is a supporter of internationalism.   2- Lawyer specialized in international law.

international
International: English word which in Spanish translates: International.

intinerario
He is written, route: m. travel description which is made to go from one place to another: the route of the train indicated
that you will stop in three towns before arriving at its final destination. Synonyms: route, route, heading.

intituir
The correct writing of the word is instituting: vb. Start something that will continue to do in the future: Alfred Nobel
instituted the Nobel prizes.  Synonyms: founding, creating, constituting.

intra
Intra is a prefix that means " " inside, " 34 inside;. Examples: intravenous, intramuscular, intraocular.

intra
Intra is a prefix that means " " inside, " 34 inside;. Examples: intravenous, intramuscular, intraocular.

intrafamiliar
Domestic violence is that form of abuse and violence within the family.

intratar
Intratar: In the colloquial language in some areas of Colombia means: treat someone with insults and profanity. Insult.

intro
In computing and computer science in general, the "enter" key, also known as enter key (enter key) is one of the most
important keys of the computers and other devices, since it is the key used to run a process or procedure (search, acce
der, send, get, etc.  )

introvertidos
Plural of introvert ( da ) .    A person who tends to concentrate on his own inner world and has difficulty spontaneously
manifesting his feelings and thoughts.



inviable
Unworkable ( adj .  ) 1- That it has no possibility of being carried out.   2- It refers to something that cannot be done.    3-
Refers to something or someone who cannot be certified or qualified.   4- It refers to that pregnancy in which the baby
has no chance of surviving after birth due to some malformation or any other cause. 

invicta
Invicta is a watch brand, very popular until a few years ago, along with the brands Orient, Seiko and Cornavin, among
others. 

ionización
Ionization: f. in chemistry, action and effect of dissociating molecules into electrically charged fragments, or of converting
an atom or molecule in ion, loss or acquisition of electrons.

ionizar
Ionize: vb. Cause an atom or molecule neutral to acquire an electrical charge.

ionómero
The glass ionomer is a biomaterial that is mainly used in dentistry for fixing crowns, inlays, prosthetics, etc.

ionómetro
Ionometro: m.   (Physical )  Ionization chamber for measuring intensity of ionizing radiation.

iónico
Ionic, ca: (Quim.  ). Belonging to the ions or related to them: Ionic bond, ionic charge.

ipad mini
A Mini IPad is a small tablet PC manufactured by Apple, which has many of the characteristics of a normal iPad, but with
a more compact, similar in size to a Nook tablet format.

iphone
Iphone (pronounced aifon), is a high-end smartphone brand.  They are designed, manufactured and marketed by Apple
Inc. 

ipod
An iPod is a portable music and player of small size, which can have a storage capacity of up to 30GB. This device was
designed and created by Apple Computer.

ir
Go: vb. Moving a person from one place to another.

irene joliot curie
French researcher. Married to Fréderic Joliot, together with which was awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1935, for
his work on artificial radioactivity.



irónicamente
Ironically, with irony. 

irrepetible
Unrepeatable ( adj .  ) Extraordinary, which cannot be repeated

irrumpir
Irrupir ( v .   Intr.  ) Suddenly and violently entering a place. 

irse a pique
Go to pique: ( loc.  ) 1. sink a vessel or any other vessel. 2 fail or break a company.

irse de baretos
It is to go one or several addicts, an area enmontada and lonely to smoke marijuana.

irse de bomba
In the colloquial language in Colombia, go pump is to reveal a secret.

irse para atrás
Be surprised or stunned someone at a news or a fact surprising, rare or fantastic.

irse para atrás
Said the foreskin retract or shrink when the penis is erect. On the Colombian coast in the colloquial language to the
foreskin is given the name of lining. Hence derives the expression " it goes back like the lining " which refers to
something that instead of going in progress goes into decline.

isa
ISA: Loving treatment and form of call or refer to Isabel.

isa
I.S.A.: Acronym of interconnection S. a..   ( S. a. electrical interconnection.  ) company dedicated to the generation and
distribution of electric energy in Colombia.

isabella
Isabella: ( pronounce Isabela ) Feminine proper name believed that is of Italian origin and that it could have derived from
female name Isabel.

iscariote
Iscariot is a surname of unknown origin.  This surname, which is actually uncommon, is mentioned in the Bible.  It is the
surname given to a character who became infamous for having betrayed Jesus, according to the account recorded in
Matthew 26:14-16. 

isela



Isela: Name own feminine that he is believed to be of German origin. In Spanish it could have derived from the name
Gisela.  Variants: Issel, Issel-Issel. The majority of women with those names are original, intelligent and faithful.

islamofobia
Islamophobia : ( s .    f .  ) Animosity, hatred or rejection towards Islam and Muslims. 

islamofobia
Islamophobia : ( s .    f .  ) Animosity, hatred or rejection towards Islam and Muslims. 

isleños
He is called Islander and island inhabitants of an island.

isofacto
isofacto is incorrectly written and should be written as "ipso facto" being its meaning:<br>Latin expression meaning:
immediately, on the spot.

israel
Israel Romero, is a musician Colombian, makes part of the grouping the binomial of gold, there plays the accordion.

israel
Israel is a name own male of origin Hebrew, very common in the Americas.

isuzu
Isuzu is a brand of buses, vans, trucks and trucks, manufactured and assembled by the company of the same name.

isuzu
Isuzu Motors, is the name of a company manufacturer of diesel engines. With headquarters in Tokyo, Japan this
company is an of the more major of the world.

itagüiseño
Itag-iseño ( y ) is the gentili of people born in the municipality of Itagsí, in the department of Antioquia in Colombia.

itagüí
Itagí is the name of a municipality in Colombia located in the department of Antioquia.  It has a population of
approximately 250. 000 inhabitants

itaú
Banco Itaú is a Brazilian bank headquartered in Sao Paulo and with a presence in other American countries.

iv en medicina
In medicine, I.V. stands for intravenous: intravenous, intravenous injection, intravenous procedure.



izq.
Left.   : It is the medical abbreviation for the words left and left.

izquierdoso
Izquierdoso ( sa ) .   It is a slightly derogatory or ironic adjective to refer to that person who supports the political left.  In
other words, it's a synonym for leftist. 

ínfero
Inferior, ra: adj.  He said was placed under another organ.

j j
J J ( Jota Jota ) Affectionate way to call or refer to John Jairo .

ja ja ja
It is the onomatopoeia that mimics the sound of laughter.

jab de derecha
This is an expression in espangles consisting of the English word, " 34 jab; which in Spanish translates " hit " that by
adding the complement " 34 right;   ( 41 Spanish; means forehand. In boxing, a right jab is a blow that launches a boxer
directly to his opponent's face with his right fist.

jabonería
A soap shop is a factory where they make soap. 

jabón de tocador
Toilet SOAP is a product that is used in personal hygiene and wash certain items of personal use. It can be found in
powder, pill, cream, foam or liquid.

jacarandoso
Jacarandoso and Merry: ( adjs.  ) A person who is cheerful, funny, enthusiastic.

jack lord
Jack Lord was an American Theatre, film and television actor. Was main protagonist of the police series Hawaii 5 - 0
Steve McGarrett, head of the mentioned secret division of the police in Hawaii where played: Division 5-0 ( Five-0 ).

jailli
Jailli: Name own female of unknown origin, which could be derived from Yeilis, Jeilis, Yalilis, or Yaily. It is original,
self-sacrificing, loving and intelligent.

jala jala volumen 2
Jala Jala Boogaloo Volume II is a musical album by Richie Ray and Bobby Cruz, released back in the 1970s.  Songs
like "Tin Marín", "Mr.  Trumpet Man", "Que Se Ren" , among others, were part of that record work.



jalársela
Pull it: in Mexico, said a man masturbate.

jalea real
Royal Jelly is a substance that secrete the bees and by its high nutritive value is used in therapeutic and feeding.

jalonada
Marked: ( apply to )  Made of mark a ground with milestones.

jalonar
Apply to: vb. 1 Signal ground with milestones. 2. Mark an important or significant event in a person's life, or in the
development of a process.

jalón de orejas
A " ears 34 milestone; It is a scolding, a wake up call, a reprimand.

jamaqueo
Action and effect of jamaquear .

jamás de los jamases
It is a way of saying the emphatically never, never, never or never, Neverland.

jamiche
It is known as jamiche to that certain amount of materials or material damaged or crumbles.  Also called such a quantity
of bran or bran jamiche.

jaque mate
In the game of chess, checkmate is a move in which the King is threatened without any chance to defend themselves,
which puts an end to the game.

jarabe tapatío
In Mexican folklore, the jarabe tapatío is a traditional dance originating in the State of Jalisco. It was created by the
composer José Leopoldo Reyes Oliva.

jarrear
Jarrear: ( colloquial ) Transport from one place to another water or any other liquid in a jar, in a calambuco, in a pitcher
or other container, on foot or in a cavalry.

jartera
Jartera: f. boredom, heaviness.

jasmináceas
Jasminaceas: f. ( Pl.  ) Family of flowering plants, whose gender is Jasmine.



jazmín
Jasmine or Yazmin: female name of Arabic origin. Women with this name are usually fragrant and beautiful as the flower
of the tree, i.e. as the Jasmine Flower. Some, moreover, are expressive, thorough, original and emotive.

jáfani-jáfani
Jafani-Jafani is a colloquial expression that means half and half or half you and half I in Colombia: "If we help me sell
this merchandise, the profit split jafani-jafani ".

jáquima
E browband headstall: f. head to bind and guide the beasts.

jean
Jean: English word. Type of pants that a start was made with a very resistant fabric called denim. Jean was originally
used as a piece of work, especially miners and workers, at that time was a slightly rustic garment which was also called
coverall. Today, the jean is made with a tough but thin cotton denim, called tissue so it is the informal garment that most
people use.   (Plural: 41 Jeans;

jeep
A jeep is a small off-road vehicle manufactured by the American automobile company Willys-Overland Motors.  He was
also known as Jeep Willys. 

jefe en funciones
Director. Supervisor.

jehová
1.-Lord: m. erroneous transcription of the word with that in the old testament refers to God. The correct designation of
God in Hebrew is Yahweh.<br>2.-Lord: m. synonym, for unknown reasons the authors of the old testament assigned to
God in Hebrew. Some of the correct synonym of God in Hebrew are: Yahweh, Jove and Adonay.

jehová de los ejércitos
God in Hebrew is written YHVH ( four consonants without vowels ) is pronounced YAHWEH; for unknown reasons they
were assigned the synonym of the Lord. That's why in some passages of the Bible is referred to "Lord of hosts " that
means Dios de los Ejércitos, Almighty God, Almighty God, God of the heights.

jehovã¡
Lord: m. erroneous transcription of the word with that in the old testament refers to God. The correct designation of God
in Hebrew is Yahweh.

jenderse
jenderse is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cleave" is still its meaning:<br>Crack, crack, make a slit.

jennifer
Jennifer: Name own feminine of Celtic origin. It is characterized by its beauty and great spirit.



jericó
Jericho: C. Jordan, in the Distributor. Jerusalem, in the Jordan Valley, on the N. end of the dead sea. Its archaeological
remains date back to the 8th century BC.

jeroglificos
1-hieroglyph: m.  Each of the signs of hieroglyphic writing. There are jeroglicos that represent sounds and others that
represent ideas.  2 hieroglyph, ca: ( adj.  )   Relative to the script in which the words are represented with figures or
symbols: the ancient Egyptians used a hieroglyphic writing.

jerusalén
Jerusalem, is the Castilianized form of the Hebrew word "Yerushalayim".  For some, Jerusalem is the capital of Israel,
for others it is Tel Aviv. 

jesús es verbo, no sustantivo
It is a song performed by the Guatemalan singer Ricardo Arjona, which strongly criticizes the proliferation of religions in
the world: "In this world there are more religions than happy children " it says. Also makes a critique to the tithe and
some pastors: "Disgusting Jesus the shepherd who becomes rich with faith " it emphasizes.  On the title of the song, I
think Arjona called it thus to draw attention, Jesus can be verb because he loves, forgive, pray, etc., but also it is
substantive, since the noun in a sentence is the word used to name people, animals or things, and the synonym is:
name. It is clear that Jesus is substantive!

jetón
Jetón, na: ( adj.  ) In Mexico, Moody, angry: " As they awoke him before finishing his NAP, the child was jetón ".

jetset
Jet Set: ( pronounce yet set )  Social group formed by wealthy people who frequents trendy spots and often appears in
magazines and social pages of various newspapers.

jetta
The Volkswagen Jetta is an automobile manufactured by the German automaker Volkswagen. You can find versions
sedan and wagon.

jeva
In some countries like Colombia and Venezuela, in the jargon of the underworld, and sometimes in popular jargon a jeva
is a woman, a girl.

jhoana
Jhoana, or best Johana, is a feminine name that is believed to be of Germanic origin.  Juana is could have derived from
the proper name.

ji, ji, ji
It is the onomatopoeia of the sound of mocking laughter.

jinete
Rider: adj. person who rides the horse, mule, mule, Mare, donkey, etc.



jingle
Jingle: m.  Musical refrain that is used especially to accompany the ads.

joche
Joche .    1- affectionate way of calling or referring to Joseph.    2- Affectionate way of calling or referring to Joselo. 

joder
Fuck, vulgar term used as synonymous with punishing, whipping, hitting. 

jodienda
Discomfort, discomfort. 

johannesburgo
Johannesburg, is a city in South Africa; is the capital of Gauteng Province.

john jairo
John Jairo: Name own male. Its origin is in the region, " 34 paisa; in Colombia, where were invented to form it, taking
John ( 41 English origin; and Jairo ( 41 Spanish origin; so can say that it is a name of origin espangles.

jonronero
Jonronero : ( adj .  ) In baseball, player or team that gets a lot of home runs. 

jopérico
Joperico: It is an adjective that refers to something of poor quality, in the colloquial language or something very boring,
without grace.

jornal
Wage.    1- Amount of money that a person receives for each day of work.    2- El Jornal do Brasil is a newspaper of
national circulation in that country, published in Rio de Janeiro since August 31, 2010. 

joselito
Joselito .     1- Affectionate way of calling or referring to Joselo.   2- Joselito "Carnival", is an imaginary character that
represents the joy of the carnival of Barranquilla (Colombia), and that after four days of revelry and feast dies on Shrove
Tuesday and his body is mourned and symbolically buried by the cheerful "widows" who shared with him during the four
days of carnival. 

joselito carnaval
Joselito Carnaval is a character imaginary that represents the joy of the Carnival of Barraquilla, Colombia, and that after
four days of revelry and feast dies the Tuesday of Carnival and its body is cried and buried symbolically by them "
widows " glad they shared with him during the four days of Carnival.

josé fernández gómez
José Fernández Gómez was a Spanish journalist who settled in Colombia, where he was host of several programs and
television newscasts contest between 1980 and 1999. As a presenter on the national news it is characterized by being



the only one of the presenters who didn't hand the cameraman to greet him at the end of the broadcast. That attitude
was heavily criticized.

josué
Joshua: Jewish leader who succeeded Moses in the leadership of the chosen people.

jota jota
Jota jota ( J.J.  ): is loving call John Jairo.

jote
Jote: m.  In Chile, kite gande and square.

jotica
Jotica, is the affectionate way in which some colleagues and relatives referred to Colombian television host Jota Mario
Valencia.

jovialidad
Conviviality: f. character cheerful a person, or friendly atmosphere where all the people are happy.

jóvito
Jovito: Name own male origin unknown but very common in Venezuela.

jr
Jr is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Jr." being its meaning:<br>Jr.: Abbreviation for junior, Word of English
pronounce yunior, which translates to Spanish Youth, juvenile, minor. This word is used mainly in English-speaking
countries and in some countries in Central and South America, to distinguish the son of the father when both carry the
same name. Example: If the father is called Juan-Carlos Torres, and placed his son the same name, i.e., Juan Carlos, to
the latter, to distinguish it from the father they will call him on their families and friends, Juan Carlos Torres Junior, or
Juan Carlos Junior.

juan de los palotes
Is used when you are referring to something that should be mentioned a person: "The store is closed and not sold or to
don Juan of 34 strokes;.

juan la v
In popular jargon, believe yourself John the V.  .  .  .  is to believe themselves, the most important, the most
indispensable, believe the whores, believe the last coke of the desert.

juanca
Juanca or Juanka: abbreviation of Juan Carlos, male proper name.

juanchi
Juanchi: Juanchito Apocope, which in turn is the diminutive form of Juancho, East to turn is the affectionate call or refer
to John.



juanchi
Juanchi: Juanchito Apocope, which in turn is the diminutive form of Juancho, East to turn is the affectionate call or refer
to John.

juanchito
Juanchito 1- Affectionate way to call or refer to Juan .    2- Name of a small town located on the side of the city of Cali, in
the department of Valle del Cauca in Colombia.

juanse
1- Abbreviation of the male proper name Juan Sebastian .    2- Affectionate way to call or refer to Juan Sebastian .

judannia
Judannia is an uncommon female name. Its origin is unknown, but it is believed that it is could have derived from the
male name is Hebrew origin Judah.

juego de la bolita
It is colloquially known as "ball game" to the chance game, which is a lottery-like gambling.

juego de manos
The sleight of hand is an exercise mainly practiced by magicians and jugglers, relies on the skill and agility of the hands
to make appear and disappear objects.

juego limpio
Play clean, is an expression used in the field of sports, especially in football, and it is the way to be fair and correct in
this sport, especially brotherly behavior toward the rival, respecting all the rules, avoiding committing fouls I saw olentas
or malicious, etc.

juego peligroso
In football, is defined as a dangerous game to all unlawful move by a player, which implies a risk to the physical integrity
of the opposing player.

juepucha
The word used in Colombia, in the departments of Cundinamarca and Boyacá, " 34 juepucha; When mean " jueputa " It
is the Apheresis of bitch, which in turn is the abbreviated form of son of a bitch.

jueputa
Jueputa, is the bitch Apheresis, which in turn is the abbreviated form of son of a bitch.  It is also used to express surprise
or anger.

jueves santo
Holy Thursday is the day in which Nazareth Jesús celebrated the Passover with his disciples. First, Jesus celebrated the
last supper with his disciples; second Jesus washed the disciples feet as an act of humility and service, in what is known
as washing of the feet. This was the day preceding good Friday, day of the crucifixion of Jesus.



jugada
Move: f. 1 - outstanding action that occurs in the course of a football match, and involving one or more players. 2.
outstanding action that occurs in the course of a game of chance ( domino, chess, billiards, cards, etc.  ).

jugada de laboratorio
In football, the move of laboratory is an action game that takes place in a collection of indirect free kick.   The collection
involves two players, one (the player "A") is located behind the ball, and the other (the "B" player) is located on your right
side, two metres away approximately.  As soon as it sounds the whistle of the referee, player "A" plays the ball to his
right side where "B" player that already has driven connects a strong zapatazo towards the opposing goal trying to beat
the goalkeeper and score the goal.

jugada peligrosa
In football, a dangerous move is that action in which a player puts at risk the integrity of your opponent. It usually occurs
when the player goes to the clash violently or with the leg or the foot at the height of the face of the contrary.

jugadita
Playing : 1- Diminutive play.    2- In colloquial language, a "playing" is a malicious action that an unscrupulous person
does to take advantage of a given situation.  Synonym : jugarreta .

jugar de vivo
It is play with trap or be rogue in the game.

julieta
Juliet: Name own feminine of latino origin. Its variants in Spanish are: Julia and Juliana. English variant: Julieth. Most of
the women with this name are sociable, attentive with your friends, loyal, and affectionate.

julio de noche estrellada
starry night July is incorrectly written and it should be written as "starry night at the month of July" being its
meaning:<br>In English means "Starry Nigth in July ". Romantic night, starry night in a day of the month of July.

julio iii
Julius III (July 3 ° 41. Pope of the Catholic Church (Rome 1487 - id. 1555, ). He resumed sessions of the Council of
Trent ( 41 1551; and it got the temporary return of England to the bosom of the Roman Church.

julita
Julita: 1 - diminutive of Julia, female name.   2. affectionate form of call or refer to Julia.

jumbo
Jumbo: Plane of great size that is used for the transport of passengers and goods.

jumper
Jumper: (m.  ) 1 - dress women's Sleeveless, low cut and with tirantas or boots, used with a blouse underneath.   2. in
electronics, a jumper is a conductor used to connect two terminals to open or close an electric circuit.    3 jumper is an
English word that translated into the Spanish "Jumper", hence means its use in electronics.



june
June , is an English word that in Spanish translates: June. 

junior
Antonio Morales, better known as " Junior " It was a singer of ballads. Born in Philippines but of father Spanish, this
singer was married with Rocío Dúrcal. An of their songs more dream is " was his voice ".

junior
Club Atletico Junior, is a football team based in Barranquilla, Colombia; It has a large swollen in all the Costa Caribbean
Colombian.

junior
Junior: Word of English. Used mainly in English-speaking countries and in some countries in Central and South
America, to distinguish the son of the father when both carry the same name.

juniorista
Juniorista: ( pronounced yuniorista ) Fan of the team Atlético Junior of Barranquilla, Colombia.

junípero
Juniper: m.   (Bot.  )  Generic name of Cupressaceae Gymnosperms, whose most common species are the Juniper and
Savin.

juntera
Jointer: Female born in La Junta, in the Department of La Guajira, on Colombia.

juul
Juul, is the mark of an electronic cigarette which is similar to a USB memory, and is prepared by Juul Inc company.  It is
the new trend among many teens, doing that little by little the Word quit to be replaced by the verb "juulear".  With this
new trend, the puffs of smoke will pass to history to make way for the downloads of juul.

juve
" Juventus "   ( pronounce yuve ) it is the name with which is popularly football Juventus of Turin 40 team; 41 Italy;.

juventus
Juventus Football Club, popularly known as La Juve, is a football team based in the city of Turin, Italy.   The word
"juventus" comes from the Latin term iuventus, which in Spanish means youth.  Thus the things, the translation of the
name in Spanish is: Youth Soccer Club.

kacé
KACÉ (KC), is the name of an American musical group.  His most important song was recorded in Spanish and English
and is called PLEASE DON'T GO . 

kaiser
Kaiser: German word for Emperor. It comes from the Latin word Caesar.



kalafe
Kalafe , is a surname that is believed to be of Portuguese origin.  Its most common pronunciation in Spanish is Kalaf. 

kalafe
Kalafe , is a surname that is believed to be of Portuguese origin.  Its most common pronunciation in Spanish is Kalaf. 

kam fong
Kam Fong: Actor of Chinese origin who played detective Chin Ho in the television series Hawaii 5-0 ( Five 5-0 ).

kampala
Kampala is the name of the capital of Uganda, a country in Central Africa. It has an approximate population of 1.300.000
inhabitants.

karateca
Karate or karate: person who practices karate.

karla
Karla is the name of a beer produced by the brewery Union, subsidiary company of Bavaria, brewing company of
Colombia.

karla
Karla: Name own feminine believed that it is of Germanic origin and that it could have derived from proper names
Carlina or Carlos.

karma
Karma: Philosophical concept of Brahmanism, according to which the eschatological future of man depends on the acts
carried out during their present life or in past lives.

karting
Karting: m.   ( 41 English voice;  Sports specialty consisting of driving type kart, in competition of speed, skill, etc.

kasbah
Kasbah: f. Moroccan voice which means fortress.

kate
Kate: He is affectionate call or refer to Katerine.

katunga
Katunga is the name of a musical group founded in Buenos Aires, Argentina back in the 1960s.  He played mainly pop
ballad. 

kawe
Kawe: (MIT.  )  In Finnish mythology, Supreme God.



keilyn
Keilyn: Name own female believed to be South American origin and that it could have derived from Keila.

kelly
Kelly: Name own feminine believed that is of Irish origin, but that it might actually be of Celtic origin. It could have
derived from Kellys ( " s " in the end ).

kelme
Kelme is a Spanish manufacturer of footwear and sportswear. 

kenotrón
Kenotron: m.   (FIS ) Suitable for high voltage rectifier which in essence is nothing more than a valve two electrodes.
Used as a rectifier in the circuit of the x-ray tube.

ketones
Ketones: m.   (Plural ) The ketones are waste products that form when the body is forced to burn fat instead of glucose
for energy. The body gets rid of the ketones in urine.

keyna
keyna is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Kenya" being its meaning:<br>Kenya: Name own women of
African origin. Means: Mountain light. Delivered is highly sensitive, intelligent, and loving.

kibbeh
A kibbeh or quibbe is a very common food in the Lebanon and the entire Middle East. It is mainly prepared with minced
lamb meat to which are added other spices. This food, which is similar to a carimanola, size can be found in Colombia in
sites where they sell Arab dishes and other piqueteaderos.

kids
Kids: English word which means children in Spanish.

kikiriki
A rooster or a hen kikiriki is a kind of this domestic fowl which is characterized by small size and short legs.

kiko
Kiko is a character from the television series the Guy of the eight. Played by Carlos Villagrán, Kiko is the son of Doña
Florinda. It is characterized for being a child pampered by his mother.

kila
Kila: Name own female of unknown origin. It could have derived from other feminine proper name: Kira.

kilate
Carat: m. term used to describe the degree of purity of the precious metals, especially gold.



kilo
Kilo: m.  1 abbreviation for kilogram: "I bought a kilo of potato for pureeing ".  2. prefix meaning thousand, as in a mile,
which is equivalent to a thousand meters.

kilobyte
A 40 kilobyte; abbreviated KB or Kbyte. ) It is a unit of measurement equivalent to thousand bytes of memory from
computer or disk capacity. For example, a device that has 256 KB of memory can store 256000 bytes at a time.

kilovatio
Kilowatt or kilowatt : (male noun ) Power measurement unit equivalent to one thousand watts .

kilovoltio
KV: (m.  ) Measure of electric potential, equivalent to 1. 000 volts, and whose symbol is kV.

kilowatio
Kilowatt or kilowatt : ( s .   M.  ) Unit of measurement of power equivalent to one thousand watts .

kimosabi
Kimosabi was the nickname used by Toro to call or refer to his friend and inseparable companion THE Lone Ranger in
the television series of the same name.  Precisely, the word "kimosabi" was translated by Toro as "good friend". 

kinder
Kindergarten: German word that translated into the Spanish means: children. In the Colombian education system, some
years ago kinder was the extent that preceded to the extent first of primary basic education. Kindergarten then called
preparatory grade, later called ground zero, and today is known as the degree of transition.

kiosco
Kiosk: m.  Small building where they sell newspapers, magazines, flowers, sweets and other goods.

kiss
Kiss: English word which in Spanish translates: Kiss.

kit escolar
A school kit is a set of tools, books and essential notebooks for school-age child make their academic activities. Thus, a
school kit consists of pencils, pens, rules, erasers, tajalapices, books, workbooks, texts, etc.

kits
Kits : Kit plural .  A kit is a set of elements, parts, devices or utensils that serve to perform some function.

klein
Klein, is a surname of German origin, although for some people its origin is Hebrew. 

kola



The drink "kola" is a soda drink made by some companies like Postobon soda and soda Roman in Colombia.  It was
initially developed by the missing Gasosas Lux and was best known as Lux kola.

korayma
Korayma: Name own feminine of Japanese origin. It is original and talented;  loyal, is delivered to his family in body and
soul.

kremlin
The Kremlin: Former residence of the tsars of Russia, in Moscow. Then it would be the headquarters of the Russian
Government.

kryptonita
The kryotonita is a fictional ore that is mentioned in the film and television series Superman, and found in the also
fictitious planet, krypton. The cryptonite is the only material capable of weakening Superman annulling all his powers.

kumys
The kumys, koumiss or kumis is a milk product that was traditionally made from mare's milk in an area of Central Asia.
Today day uses cow's milk in its production, and is a very popular drink in many countries of the world.

l nombre marquesa
l name marquesa is incorrectly written and should be written as "Marquise" being its meaning:<br>Marquess or
Marchioness: ( m. and f.  ) 1 title of nobility below the Duke and above the count: the Marquis of Santillana was a
Spanish writer who lived from 1398-1458, whose name was Indigo López de Mendoza. 2. If it concerns the proper name
female is Marqueza ( with initial cap and z ).

l nombre yanin
Yanin: Name own female that can be derived from Yanina, Yanini, Yanine or Yaninis. He has talent and good mood, it is
original, sexy and enterprising.

l p variado
An L.P.   ( Long Play ) Varied is an album of long duration, now disused, which contains songs of several interpreters or
of various musical genres. Today is CD varied, diverse SD or USB varied.

la abreviatura uds
You, stands for you. Should always be written with end point ( PC.  )

la bicicleta
The bicycle is a maneuver of football that makes a player, who is to toggle between the foot around the ball when it is
faced by a contrary thus circumvent it and escape it.

la boca
The mouth is the name of a district of the city of Buenos Aires, in the Republic of Argentina. This neighborhood is so
popular that even a team of football based in that city, bears his name: Boca Juniors.



la bombonera
" The bombonera " is the name of a football stadium located in the neighborhood of La Boca in Buenos Aires 40 city;
Argentina ) It is the stadium where he performed the Atlético Boca Juniors team.

la boquilla
The nozzle is the name of a beach in the city of Cartagena, Colombia.

la coneja
1- Playboy bunbs were models who posed (sometimes naked) for Playboy magazine.    2- Also known as playboy buns
were the waitresses who worked in the Playboy clubs that operated in Las Vegas (U). S. To.  ) until the late 1980s.

la contra
Contra is a compound that is prepared by pouring a certain amount of liquor in a bottle, adding leaves and small pieces
of some medicinal plants. This infusion was used by the grandmothers as a home remedy for topical application in
cases of shock, sprains, cramps, for the treatment of the headache, etc.

la cruz de mayo
It is a popular neighbourhood in the municipality of Soledad, in the metropolitan area of Barranquila in Colombia. Also
carries the same name the church built within this district.

la fornarina
Nickname of Margarita Lutti, model Italian, lover of the painter Raphael. It was immortalized in his paintings.

la gazzetta dello sport
It is a newspaper that specializes in sports information, which is published in the city of Milan ( 41 Italy;.

la hora de la verdad
The moment of truth is the decisive moment in a process or an event.

la kaaba
Religious building in Mecca, in cubic form, which venerates the " 34 black stone; It is the shrine of Islam.

la luz
Light is a radiant electromagnetic energy that can be perceived by the human eye. It is the spectrum of electromagnetic
radiation. Light has a finite speed and propagates in a straight line. Some passages of the Bible mentions the light, for
example in the creation, according to the book of Genesis, God said: "Be light, and the light was made " , and God saw
that the light was good, and he separated the light from the darkness...   (Genesis 1, 3 41.

la palabra correcta es pilotar o pilotear
Both words are correct and mean the same thing. Arguably, that pilot is synonymous with pilot.

la palabra escama
Flake: f. 1 - hard and almost transparent foil that covers the skin of some fish and reptiles.  2. In medicine, formation of
the skin dry of some diseases: dandruff produces very small scales on the scalp.



la palabra flow
Flow: English word which in Spanish translates flow.

la palabra inmarsecible
The correct writing is Unfading. That you can not wither away.

la palabra nalgatorio
In the colloquial language is called nalgatorio to both buttocks, in the Special Assembly when referring to the buttocks of
a female.

la palabra sandwich es adaptada?
Sandwich: adapted to the Spanish word of English m. as " 34 sandwich;. It is a food made with two slices of bread which
is a stuffed with ham and cheese or other ingredients. Synonym: sandwich.

la palabra tuitero
Twitter ( and tweeter ) .   A person who composes and sends messages via Twitter.  With the disappearance of the
aforementioned social network, which is now called Equis (X), the words tweeter, tweet and tweet will inevitably fall into
disuse in a very short time. 

la peseta
Until some years ago the peseta was the currency unit of Spain, nowadays it is the euro.

la putería
The shit: ( colloquial ) The berraquero, best: "That car is the shit "

la torcida brasileña
With that name are popularly known to the fans of the national team of Brazil.

la u
The U: This expression is used to refer to the University, that it is an abbreviation.

labiudo
Labiudo (and labiuda) .      A person who has fleshy, pronounced lips. 

labro
Labro: Part of the aperture of the shell of some mollusks.

laceral
laceral is incorrectly written and it should be written as "lacerate" being its meaning:<br>Lacerate: vb. 1 hurt, hurt. 2
damage, infringe: "His offensive words lacerated the honor of his girlfriend ".

lacoste
Lacoste is a French company engaged in the manufacture of clothing, footwear, suitcases, watches, among many other



luxury items.  

lactancia materna
Breastfeeding is the process by which a mother feeds her newborn son, through the provision of your own breast milk
that has been produced on the inside of your body and that contains all the vitamins and nutrients the baby properly
begin its process of development and growth.

lactancia materna
Breastfeeding is the process by which a mother feeds the newborn son, through the provision of your own breast milk
that has been produced on the inside of your body and that contains all the vitamins and nutrients the baby properly
begin its process of development and growth.

ladronera
The drone: (female noun) place where thieves are hidden.

ladrones según rodolfo hernández
The person he consulted may have been referring to Rodolfo Hernández, who participated in the electoral contest for
the presidency of Colombia a few months ago.  Mr. Hernandez, candidate at the time, was characterized by using the
adjectives "thieves, "bandits", "shames", etc.  to refer to other representatives of the political class without giving names.

ladronzuelo
Thief who steals things of little value, that is, thief of little time. 

lady 100 pesos
Lorena Daniela Aguirre Rodríguez, is a Mexican girl who became very popular in social networks, where he was
baptized as " Lady 100 34 Pesos; by attempting to bribe with this sum of money to several police officers when she was
arrested for driving drunk and hitting other vehicles in the town of Guanajuato, where it is native.

laguna dos patos
Brazil Lake, on the coast of the State of Rio Grande do sul. It communicates with the Atlantic through the channel of the
Rio Grande.

laika
Laika : 1- It is a breed of dogs, whose specimens have long tail, brown hair sometimes with white or black spots.   2- It is
the name of a company dedicated to the preparation of dog food.   3- Name of some and puppies.

lalo
Lalo : 1- Affectionate way to call or refer to Eulalio .     It is a ponqués and pudding factory, located in the municipality of
Soledad, Atlantic department in Colombia.

lambada
1- The lambada is a dance of Brazilian origin, with marked erotic movements.    2- The name "lambada" is also given to
the music of this dance. 



lambada
1- The lambada is a dance of Brazilian origin, with marked erotic movements.    2- The name "lambada" is also given to
the music of this dance. 

lambida
Action and effect of licking . 

lamparazo
Lamparazo: (s.  m.  ) Once as a lamp.

lampecianos
Lampecianos: m.   (Plural ) Heretics from the end of the fourth century, followers of Lampecio of Caesarea; they
believed that prayer was the only means of salvation.

lanchero
Lanchero : ( and lanchera ) Person driving a boat .

lancheros
1- Plural of lanchero, which is the person driving a boat.    2- Last name of Spanish origin .

lanza discos
A spear disc is a disc jockey, who is also known as a DJ.

lapsus
A slip is a mistake or error committed by forgetfulness, lack of attention or dispersion.

largada
Known as starting at the moment that it starts a race or sporting competition, especially in cycling, race cars, race
walking, etc.

largometraje
Feature film: ( 41 masculine noun; Cinematographic film of more than an hour.

las batuecas
Valley of Spain, in the province of Salamanca, close to Las Hurdes.

las bodas de camacho
Episode of Don Quixote that this, along with Sancho Panza, attends the wedding of the labrador Camacho. It has
become synonymous with any lavish banquet.

las mañanitas
Musical composition of Mexican folklore which is sung to celebrate someone's birthday: "Isabelle's birthday all day we
sing las Mañanitas ".



las súper notas
"Super 34 notes; It was a group of dancers who acted in 34 television program;The Jimmy Show " very popular in
Colombia, in the decades of the 80 '' s and 90 '' s.

las tablitas
Las Tablitas, is the name of a subnormal neighborhood located on the outskirts of the city of Barranquilla in the
Department of Atlantic in Colombia.  The name originates because, precisely, many of its houses are made of wood.

latex
LaTeX: m. white or yellow juice secreted by certain plants, like plastic, which are some household gloves u hospital (
surgical gloves ) leagues and other objects.

latigazo
Whiplash ( s .   m .  ) Blow or whip given with a whip. 


